KEN LYBECK RESIGNS FROM

STUDENT COUNCIL

LumberJack
HUMBOLDT

Friday Morning

Arcata, Calif.

It took four separate ballots and over twenty minutes of a
sunny Tuesday afterncon for Student Legislative Council to
accept the resignation of rep-at-large Ken Lybeck and replace
him with freshman coed Isabel Smith.
Lybeck claimed ‘‘not enough time’’ as the reason for his
resignation, saying he was unable to turn in a satisfactory
job as rep and leave sufficient time for his studies.
Lybeck has served
on Council since the beginning of the
academic year.

first runner-up in the last repet

THREE FACTIONS
Before

leaving,

he

wamed

Council members that Council
is
becoming ridden
by three
factions, each of which is constantly striving for power within

that Legislative Body.
Lybeck named the three factfons

as

Tau

Fraternity;
ural

Kappa

Epsilon

the Division of Nat-

Resources;

collegiate

and

Knights,

the

Inter

of

which

Lybeck is a member.
For this reason, Lybeck recommended
the nomination of
Isabel Smith, a resident of Sunset Hall, saying that she would
not be the product of any faction

and that she could possibly use
her influence to interest other
d4ormie gitis in ASB activities.

Student Council makes a practice of filling its mid-term vacancies

by electing new members

from a slate of nominees submitted by Council members. Miss
Smith

was

then

nominated

for

the vacant position by Steve
Fisher,
another
IK.
Rep-at
large

Tom

Osgood,

a

of Conservation Unlimited, nom
inated
Ken
Fulgham,
CU's
lobbist to Student Council and

member

large election.
Pat Crooks, a Teke, nominated fraternity brother Don Crot
ty,an active memberof Osgood's
Student
Council
Placement
Committee; and Mike Carroll, a
member of Students for a Demo
cratic Society, nominated SDS
President Don Andrews.
It
took
three
ballots
and
considerable time to narrow the
field to two candidates, Miss
Smith and Crotty. who are both
freshmen.
Osgood emphasized Crotty’s
ability by noting the quality of
his
work
on
the
Placement
Committee,
but also said that
Miss Smith possessed some fine
qualifications, making the deci
sion difficult.
Crotty and Miss Smith were
both unsuccessful candidates for
rep-at-large in January's elect
ion, as were the other two nom
inees,
but Crotty finished a
head of Miss Smith in the final
vote count.
Council
then voted 76 to
have Miss Smith take Lybecks
seat, with the three remaining

IK's

on

Council

block-voting

for the winner.

The eighteenth annual Conservation
Week banquet is schedaled for 6 p.m. this Saturday at 0.H.’s Townehouse
in Eweka

and will culminate the campuses observance of Conservation
Week.
Featured speaker for the event will be Mr. Huey Johason,

Western representative of the nation-wide, non-profit organigation Nature Conservancy. He will speak on the future role
of the citizens’ movement in resource problems.
The

primary

purpose

of the

organization Nature Conservancy

is to acquire land for the protection of outstanding natural
areas.
These include forests,
prairies, swamps, marshes, seashores,

geologic

features,

and

unique plants and animals, scenic areas, and open spaces. To
date the ofganization has been
instrumental

in

secuting

nearly

65,000
acres
of such land.
These lands will be kept essentjally in theit natural state for
generations to come.
The Conservancy was recently involved in the much
cized
Bolinas
Lagoon

publiCoup

which involved the purchase of
an island within Bolinas Lagoon
which was the center of a prtoposed development pian.
Conservationists
felt that
the development of the lagoon
would spoil one of the few nat-

ural scenic coastlines left near
San Francisco and would jeo
patdize
the nearby
Audobon
Canyon Ranch Wildlife Refuge.
Even
as
development
plans
were underway Mr. Johnson, for
the

Consetvancy,

secretly

pur-

chased the island out from under
the noses of the developers.
Mr. Johnson tolds a B.S.
degtee

from

Wester

Michigan

and a M.S. Degree from Utah
State. He has served both private industry, state and federal
agencies as a wildlife biologist
and has been located in Alaska,
Idaho and California.
The public is invited to attend the banquet.
Tickets are
available at the College Book-

store,
from

Malm
any

and

members

Muftay’s

and

of Conservat-

ion Unlimited. Prices are $3.25
for chicken and $4.26 fot roast

spencer.
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Gary Morse to New Majors Added
Again Chair
Under Master Plan
‘Big Brother’

bw Steve Richards

Gary Morse, A.S. Vice Presi
dent, will again chair the stud
ent committee
to publish Big
Brother this year.

Big Brother is an

ASB -spon

sored
publication
of student
evaluations of their professors.
It is designed to aid students
in selecting their professors by
giving

an

idea

of

what

may

be

expected from them.
Last year’s Big Brother was
the first attempt at HSC to pub
lish such an evaluation, and ac
cording to Morse, it was well
received. Morse received three
letters praising the publication,
from Dr. Cornelius H. Siemens,
college president, Dr. Don W.
Karshner,

dean

of

students;

and

San Jose State College, which
publishes a faculty evaluation
known as the Tower List.
Morse said that he felt last
year's Big Brother was a fine
approach
to the problem, and

that this year’s publication will
be modeled along the same lines
with the possibility of a few
minor changes.
Morse said the biggest problem he experienced
with last
year's publication was the lim
ited $200 budget. As a result,

ptint had to be cramped into
very small spaces, and plans
fot an elaborate cover had to
be sacrificed. He thought the
content merited additional funds

Conservation Week Activites
To Culminate Saturday
At Annual Banquet

STATE

This year, $400 has been
budgeted to Big Brother. Morse
has been gathering ideas from
his committee members. On Feb.
23, the committee had its first
meeting to discuss the members’

individual jobs and iron out a
few problems.
The committee consists of
Gary
Motse,
Crooks,
who

is

chaitman;
working

Pat
With

Gary with the intention of heading next year’s Big Brother committee; Jane Cleveland, who is
in charge of a faculty question-

nait; Doug Minkema, who is
in charge of the IBM operations;
and Rixie Wehren, who is in
charge of publicity and typing.

The

actual

evaluation

LJ Staff Writer
The Curriculum Committee has given its approval for the
addition of several new major fields to the Five-Year Master

Plan.

fields include a 8.8. in Molecular Biology,

The new

Russian. Dates for the implementation of the new programs
range from 1968 for Russian to 1970 or later for Molecular
Biology.

The Russian program, if approved by the Trustees and the
Chancellor’s Office would be unique among the state colleges.
Dr. Thelwall Proctor, Associate Professor of Russian Language

Arts,

noted

ber of language

majors

to Dr. Proctor,

Russian

uage,

und

is

approved

has decreased

although the num-

this year.

According

is widely used as a research langfor

the

PH.D.

language

requirement.

ing written in Russian.

The B.S. degree in Medical Technology will have the same
basic curriculum as the present Med. Tech. option, but with
some additions.
The target date for this program has been
tentatively set for 196%, since a new Science Building willbe
needed.
The necessary labs and equipment for the M.S. Degree in
Oceanography might be eligible for federal funds, but Dr.
James A. Gast, Associate Professor of Oceanography, stated
that he was against such funding, due to the uncertain nature
of the grants. Gast said he did not want to run the program
on ‘‘hand to mouth’’ basis, where the funds could be withdrawn at any time.
The B.S. in Molecular Biology program will be an interdisciplinary degree and will be graduate-orientated. Accord-

ing to Dr. John M. Botgerson, Assistant Dean of Academic
Affairs, the Master Plan, of which the newly-suggested major
fields are a part, can be reopened at any time. Dr. Trainor
noted that the Current Master Plan is the second to be proposed in two year.

Beware the Kite-Eating Tree

Kite Contest Tomorrow

week next fall.

The
frosh Camp Steering
Committee has begun preparatfons for the 1967 Frosh Camp,
according to Steve Fisher, the
anew Frosh Camp Director.
Students interested in being
Frosh Camp counselors for 1967
are urged to pick up applica
fons in the Counseling Center,
948 Laurel Nrive. Applications
are due Friday, March 17,

are expand-

departments

Dr. Clarence Howe, Associate Professor of Philosophy,
stated that there is an increasing need for Russian in the
realm of philosophy. Dr. Howe said that he feels that some
of the most exciting ideas in contemporary philosophy are be-

students will be made sometime
in May. The book itself will go
on sale duting pre-registration

By Frosh Camp
Steering Committee

language

the

that

ing the number of upper division classes,

by

Counselors Wanted

8.8.

in Medical Technology, M.S. in Oceanography, and A.B. ia

by Jim Hilbrink
Assistant Editor

Aa innovation being added to the increasing number of annual events at Humboldt is the First Annual Intercollegiate

Kite Flying Contest, te be held tomorrow at Clam Beach.
The contest is nationally sponsored by the Slater Food
Service, and other colleges participating for the grand prize
(a large trophy) are McPherson Kansas College, Sonoma State,
Cal State at Fullerton,
and San Francisco State College.
Any

college-affiliated

gtoup,

otganized of unotganized, may
enter a team in the contest. The
tules are as follows: Each team
shall have no more than four
members, not less than two members.
No
lighter-than-air-supports
of motots
are allowed.

Kites of any size or type can be

used.
ed.

Tandem

flying

is allow-

Prizes
are awarded
to the
team keeping their kite or kites
in the air (15 feet off the ground)

for the longest period of time.
All

kites

must

be

in

the air

(Continued
on Page §)
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Jim Dodge, HSC senior who
won the Dorothy Kish Kerr Poetry Award last year, has had
three of his poems published in
the West

ary

Coast

magazine.

Review,

They

his first appearance
collegiate magazine.

a liter-

represent
in

a

non-

poems are all written on his own
experiences,
and he is never
really sure what he writes is
about. He feels that it is ‘‘pretencious
to say what they’re
about.’*
He did, however, mention the
general subjects of his poems.
One dealt with what is possible
for one human to do for another

and examined the ‘boundaries of
humanity.’’
Another considered
reality and beauty as a question

of

proximity;

‘‘the

closer

you

get, the better it is,’* he said.
The third poem was a celebration
of the ‘‘tender transition from
childhood to womanhood."’
Dodge, who is a general studies major, plans to graduate in
June. His future plans are to
‘*make cc." He will probably go
to graduate school at the Uni-

@ @

Ge

FINCH SPPAKS—At the Feb. 24-26 California Intercoll< ciate
Press Association Convention in Sacramento, Lt. Gov. Robert
advantages of tuition in state-supported institutions of higher
Finch’s main point was that the state system is currently NOT
providing a free college-level education to everyone qualified
since eligible students of the most meager means find themselves
excluded by the financial requirements of attending even a state
school.
Finch said the proposed tuition would not go into the general
fund, but would remain in the state college anduniversity systems,
to finance,
there. He also said one-third of the funds
collected
be embarked for financial aid for all impoverished students, ‘‘not just ‘A’ students, but ‘B’ and ‘C’ students,
teo.**

Finch

also

commented

that

according

to statistics,

a great

majority of students in the state college and university systems
come from families that can well afford the tuition rates request
ed by the governor.

Call 682-5777.

versity of lowa or ao
creative
State, both for their

e

ook.

and cart, 2. clam gua, 8. baby

writing programs.

crib, mattress, and bumpers, 4.
car rack, 5. double folding sollaway bed. All very reasonable,

Copies of the January-winter
edition of the West Coast Review are available at the North

Call 922-602.

Arcata Bookstore.

On Comput ns.

Dodge did not set out with
specific subjects in mind. His

c

WANTED— Two 10 speed bikes.

HSC Student has Poems Published

(By the author of ‘Rally Round the Flag, Boys!”’,

“Dobie Gillis,” ete.)

WHO’S GOT THE BUTTON?
I'm sure it has not escaped your notice that underlying
the adorable whimsy which has made this column such a
popular favorite among my wife and my little dog Spot,

there is a serious attempt to stay abreast of the problems

that beset the American college student.
Many a trip have I made to many a campus-talking to
undergraduates, listening to their troubles, hearing their
grievances, reading their buttons. (Incidentally, the second and third most Pee buttons I saw on my last tri

were:

“WALLACE

BEERY

LIVES”

and

“FLUORI-

DATE MUSCATEL.” The first most et
button was,
as we all know, “SCRAP THE SCRAPE”
which is worn,
as we all know, by Personna Super Stainless Steel Blade

users who, as we all know, are —

to

proclaim to the

world that they have found a blade which gives them
luxury shave after luxury shave, which comes both in

double-edge style and Injector style, which does indeed
scrap the scrape, negate the nick, peel the —

and oust

the ouch, which shaves so closely and quickly and truly
and beautifully that my heart leaps to tell of it. (If perhaps you think me too effusive about Personna, I ask you

to remember that to me Personna is more than just a
razor blade; it is also an employer. )
But I digress. I make frequent tripe, as I say, to learn
what is currently vexing the American undergraduate.

Last week, for example, while visiting a prominent Eas-

tern university (Idaho State) I talked to a number of
engineering seniors who posed a serious question. Like
all students, they had come to college burning to fill them-

selves with culture, but, alas, because of all their science

requirements, they a.
had had no time to take the
liberal arts courses their young souls lusted after. “Are
we doomed,” they asked piteously, “to go through life
uncultured?”
I answered with a resounding “No!” I told them the
culture they had missed in college, they would pick up
after graduation. I explained that today’s enlightened
corporations are setting -P on-the-job liberal arts programs for the newly
employed engineering graduate—

courses designed to fill his culture gap—for the truly enlightened corporation realizes that the truly cultured
em—

is the truly valuable employee.

illustrate, I cited the well-known case of Champert

Sigafoos of Purdue.

ay

When Champert, having completed his
ree in wing
nuts and
reported to the enligh
corporation
where
he had accepted employment, he was not rushed
forthwith to a drawing board. He was first installed in
the enlightened corporation’s training campus. Here he
was given a beanie, a room-mate, and a copy of the company
rouser, and the enlightened corporation proceeded

to

ANNETTE Pe
——eee

tn nes

eae
ee Carnet
featured speaker at the

of

fil the gap in his culture.
First he was taught to read, then to print capital letters, then capital and small letters. (There was also an
attempt to teach him script, but it was ultimately
abandoned. )
From these fundamentals, Champert progressed slowly
but steadily through the more complex dlactgitnes. He
was diligent, and the corporation was patient, and in the
= pay a our. as
for when ee
fin-

od lla
, he cou

y a

Ehcng

clavier, parse a sentence,

nce

name

‘0
cultured,
Champert was prom
in
an important executive position. I hy
“ to report
that he served with immense distinction—not, however,
for long because three days later he reached retirement
age.
Today,
still spry, he lives in St. Petersburg, Florida,

where

he supplements

for tourists.

his pension

e

8

«

by parsing sentences

© 1967, Max Shutman

Here's a sentence that’s easy to parse: Subject—“you.”

Verb—“double.” Object

—

sha

you use Burma-Shave, ropcier Steel
or manthot
ens non
your Personna Super Sta
Blades.”

KEN LYBECK RESIGNS FROM STUDENT COUNCIL

LumberJack
Friday Morning

Arcata, Calif.

It took four separate ballots and over twenty minutes of a
sunny Tuesday afternoon for Student Legislative Council to
accept the resignation of rep-at-large Ken Lybeck and replace
him with freshman coed Isabel Smith.
Lybeck claimed ‘‘not enough time’’ as the reason for his
resignation, saying he was unable to turn in a satisfactory
job as rep and leave sufficient time for his studies.
Lybeck has served
on Council since the beginning of the
academic year.

THREE FACTIONS
Before

leaving,

Council

is

he

members

becoming

factions,

wamed

that

Council

ridden

each

by

three

of which

is con-

stantly striving for power within
that Legislative Body.
Lybeck named the three factfons as Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity; the Division of Netural

Resources;

Collegiate

and

Knights,

the

Inter

of

which

Lybeck is a member.
For this reason, Lybeck recommended
the nomination of
Isabel Smith, a resident of Sunset Hall, saying that she would
not be the product of any faction
and that she could possibly use
her influence to interest other

4ormie gitis in ASB activities.

Student Council makes a practice of filling its mid-term vacancies by electing new members
from a slate of nominees submitted by Council members. Miss
Smith

the

was

Fisher,
large

ap

then

vacant

nominated

position

another
Tom

by

IK.

Osgood,

for

Steve

Rep-at:
a member

of Conservation Unlimited, nom
inated
Ken
Fulgham,
CU's
lobbist to Student Council and
first runner-up in the last repeat
large election.
Pat Crooks, a Teke, nominated fraternity brother Don Crot
ty,an active memberof Osgood's
Student
Council
Placement
Committee; and Mike Carroll, a
member of Students for a Demo
cratic Society, nominated SDS
President Don Andrews.
It
took
three
ballots
and
considerable time to narrow the
field to two candidates, Miss
Smith and Crotty, who are both
freshmen.
Osgood emphasized Crotty’s
ability by noting the quality of
his
work
on
the
Placement
Committee, but also said that
Miss Smith possessed some fine
qualifications, making the deci
sion difficult.
Crotty and Miss Smith were
both unsuccessful candidates for
rep at-large in January's elect
ion, as were the other two nom

inees,

but

Crotty

finished

a

head of Miss Smith in the final
vote count.
Council
then voted 76 to

have

Miss

Smith

seat,

with

the

IK's

on

take
three

Council

Lybecks
remaining

block-voting

for the winner.

The eighteenth annual Conservation Week banquet is scheduled for 6 p.m. this Saturday at O.H.’s Townehouse in Eweka
aad will culminate the campuses observance of Conservation
Week.

Featured speaker for the event will be Mr. Huey Johason,
Western representative
of the nation-wide, non-profit organigation Nature Conservancy. He will speak on the future role
of the citizens’ movement in resource problems.
The

primary

purpose

of the

organization Nature Conservancy

is to acquire land for the protection of outstanding natural
areas.
These include forests,
prairies, swamps, marshes, seashores,

geologic

features,

and

unique plants and animals, scenic areas, and open spaces. To
date the ofganization has been
instrumental

in

secuting

nearly

65,000
acres
of such land.
These lands will be kept essentijally in theit natural state for
generations to come.
The Conservancy was recently involved in the much publicized
Bolinas
Lagoon
Coup
which involved the putchase of
an island within Bolinas Lagoon

which was the center of a proposed development plan.
Conservationists
felt that
the development of the lagoon
would spoil one of the few nat-

utal scenic coastlines left near
San Francisco and would jeo
pardize
the nearby
Audobon
Canyon Ranch Wildlife Refuge.
Even
as
development
plans
were

the

underway

Mr.

Conservancy,

chased

Johnson,

secretly

pur.

the noses of the developers.
Mr. Johnson tolds a B.S.
degree from Wester Michigan
and a M.S. Degree from Utah
State.
He has served both private industry, state and federal
agencies as a wildlife biologist
and has been located in Alaska,
Idaho and California.

The

public

is invited

to at-

tend the banquet.
Tickets are
available at the College Book-

store,

Malm

and

Muttay’s

and

from any members of Conservation Unlimited. Prices are $3.25

for chicken and $4.26 for roast

spencer.

Again Chair

Under Master Plan

‘Big Brother’

by Steve Richards

Gary Morse, A.S. Vice Presi
dent, will again chair the stud

ent

committee

Brother

to

publish

Big

this year.

Big Brother is an ASB-spon

sored
publication
of student
evaluations of their professors.
It is designed to aid students
in selecting their professors by
giving an idea of what may be
expected from them.
Last year's Big Brother was
the first attempt at HSC to pub
lish such an evaluation, and ac
cording to Morse, it was well
received. Morse received three
letters praising the publication,
from Dr. Cornelius H. Siemens,
college president, Dr. Don W.

LJ Staff Writer
The Curriculum Committee has given its approval for the
addition of several new major fields to the Five-Year Master
Plana.

The new fields include a 8.8. in Molecular Biology, 8.8.
in Medical Technology, M.S. in Oceanography, and A.B. in
Russian. Dates for the implementation of the new programs
range from 1968 for Russian to 1970 or later for Molecular
Biology.
The Russian program, if approved by the Trustees and the
Chancellor's Office would be unique among the state colleges.
Dr. Thelwall Proctor, Associate Professor of Russian Language Arts, noted that the language departments are expanding the number of upper division classes, although the num-

Karshner, dean of students; and

ber of language

San Jose State College, which
publishes a faculty evaluation
known as the Tower List.
Morse said that he felt last
year’s Big Brother was a fine
approach
to the problem, and
that this year’s publication will
be modeled along the same lines

to Dr. Proctor, Russian is widely used as a research lang:
uage, and is approved for the PH.D. language requirement.
Dr. Clarence Howe, Associate Professor of Philosophy,

with

the

possibility

of

a

few

minor changes.
Morse said the biggest problem he experienced with last
year’s publication was the limited $200 budget. As a result,

print

had

to

be

cramped

into

This year, $400 has been
budgeted to Big Brother. Morse
has been gathering ideas from
his committee members. On Feb.
23, the committee had its first
meeting to discuss the members’
individual jobs and iron out a

few problems.
The committee consists
Gary
Morse,
Crooks,
who

chairman;
is working

of
Pat
with

Gary with the intention of heading next year’s Big Brother com.
mittee; Jane Cleveland, who is
in charge of a faculty question -

nait;

Doug

Minkema,

who

is

stuted

that

there

majors

is an

has decreased

increasing

this year.

need

for

According

Russian

in the

realm of philosophy. Dr. Howe said that he feels that some
of the most exciting ideas in contemporary philosophy are being written in Russian.

The B.S. degree in Medical Technology will have the same
basic curriculum as the present Med. Tech. option, but with
some additions.
The target date for this program has been
tentatively set for 1968, since a new Science Building will be
needed

The necessary labs and equipment for the M.S. Degree in

Oceanography might be eligible for federal funds, but Dr.
James A. Gast, Associate Professor of Oceanography, stated
that he was against such funding, due to the uncertain nature
of the grants. Gast said he did not want to run the program
on ‘‘hand to mouth"’ basis, where the funds could be withdrawn at any time.
The B.S. in Molecular Biolozy program will be an interdisciplinary degree and will be graduate-orientated. According to Dr. John M. Botgerson, Assistant Dean of Academic
Affairs, the Master Plan, of which the newly-suggested major

fields are a part, can be reopened at any time.

Dr. Trainor

noted that the Current Master Plan is the second to be pro-

posed in two year.

in charge of the IBM operations;

and

Rixie

Wehren,

who

is

in

charge of publicity and typing.
The
actual
evaluation
by

Beware the Kite-Eating Tree

Kite Contest Tomorrow

students will be made sometime
in May. The book itself will go
on sale duting pre-registration
week next fall.

by Jim Hilbrink
Assistant Editor

for

the island out from under

No, 23

Gary Morse to New Majors Added

very small spaces, and plans
for an elaborate cover had to
be sacrificed. He thought the
content merited additional funds

Conservation Week Activites
To Culminate Saturday
At Annual Banquet

March 10, 1967

Counselors Wanted

By Frosh Camp

Steering Committee
The
Frosh Camp Steering
Committee has begun preparatfons for the 1967 Frosh Camp,
according to Steve Fisher, the
anew Frosh Camp Director.
Students interested in being
Frosh Camp counselors for 1967
are urged to pick up applica
fons ia the Counseling Center,
346 Laurel Nrive. Applications
are due Friday, March 17.

Aa innovation being added to the increasing number of aaaual events at Humboldt is the First Annual intercollegiate
Kite Flying Contest, te be held tomorrow at Clam Beach.
The contest is nationally sponsored by the Slater Food
Service, and other colleges participating for the grand prize
(a large trophy) are McPherson Kansas College, Sonoma State,

Cal State at Fullerton, and San Francisco State College.
Any

college-affiliated

group,

otganized of unotganized, may
enter a team in the contest. The
tules are as follows: Each team
shall have no more than four
members, not less than two mem-

bets. No lighter-than-air-supports of motots are allowed.
Kites of any size of type can be

_

Tandem

flying

is

Prizes
are awarded
team keeping their kite
in the ait (15 feet off the
fot the longest period of
All kites must be in

allowto the
ot kites
ground)
time.
the ait

(Continued
on Page §)
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‘Faction-Conscious’
Student Council
2

The charge has been levied that Student Legislative Counis faction-riddes.

Kea Ly beck, the Council member (and member of Intercol-

legiate Knights) who made the charge, was quick to offer a
partial solution---fill the vacancy on Council with someone
not connected with any faction.
A wise suggestion, especially in view of the fact that no
IK’s were in the running.
If there are three factions on Council, as Lybeck suggested, the IK’s undoubtedly control the largest one (four members,
before Lybeck’s resignation) and probably the most powerful
one, since the IK’s choice to fill the vacancy was the one accepted by Council.
(The choice was made at a Monday night ‘IK Caucus’’ in
the CAC, when it was decided that Isabel Smith would stand
the best chance of beating any of the other ‘“faction-sponsor-

After the caucus, IK Steve Fisher made a

~Letters__

the stairs.

Are you tired of playing hide-and-seek with the campus
police? Are you tired of feeding parking meters? Of paying
fines?
Of buying permits?
Wouldn't you rather be tired of
climbing stairs than buying the $13 privilege of parking somewhere near Samoa because the on-campus lots are full?
--§.8.

rT

i

Editor:

Legal Plunder Vs. Society
by James H. Hollingsworth

Inresponse to thewell-written
letter by the three Veteransthe ‘‘more vocal students’ are
not biting the bountiful handthey are telling it to stay out of

other peoples’

affairs. It is odd

the way the younger generation
never
seems
to think things
through. To members of the old-

er and wiser generation, | have
this to say-take a look around
friend, the times they are a
changin’.
;
Archaic statements like ‘‘etermal vigilance is the price of
freedom’’ and “‘the United States
« « « {8 not afraid to stand up
and

fight for

dom

..

.’*

the cause

tend

to

One of the greatest threats to
our present day

society

two kinds, legal and illegal. The

fight against illegal plunder has
gone

on

since

the

beginning

But

legal

problem.

plunder

This

is another

STRAT DROPPING THE NAPALM:

Frederic Bastiat, the French
economist of the 19th century
made these comments about legal. plunder, ‘‘But how is this
legal

plunder

Quite
takes

simply. See if the law
from some persons what

to

be

identified?

belongs to them, and gives it to
other persons to whom it does

not belong. See if the law bene-

is plunder which

(Continued
on Page 3)

of free-

frighten

me.

the strange right to say what is
best for everyone. [t is the same

naivete which makes sheep of
so many of the people of this
country.

The United States Government

Dea
Jim

governor of the most prosperous
country of the world, grand and
glorious standard bearer of free
men, and great protector of freedom, seems to have gained the
universal right to say that comm-

unism

is bad

for all societies,

and democracy is good for all
societies.
Is this true? It is
certainly what my generation has
been taught. Some of us, how
ever, have escaped this massive
brainwashing.

Is Vietnam

the place

BAAR.

to sow

Editorial

the seeds of democracy? | hardly think so. The relatively educated
people
who
formed our
govetnment and our country were
quite different from the illiterate
masses of Vietnam today. Before evetyone can take part in a
government, they must first know
what a govetnment is. Most of
our
freedoms
today could not
even be understood, much less
ptized, by these uneducated peo-

Most

of

them

are

Tim
Warren
Pegg
ea

Staff:

WE

D‘Atia,

are the aggressors

in Viet-

(Continued
on Page 3)
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Bob
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fer
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ad-
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ter
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vertising by
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note,
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Mike
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istic state of dictatorship than
a free-enterprise society.
There is a revolution going
on Within Vietnam. What are we
doing

cccccccecccccicccocoesORGTHl

John Hunter, Dwight Morey, Fred Nave, Tom Patmore, Doug Peterson, Steve Richards, Robin Stalder, Sherri Stevenson, John Woolley.

interested in keeping their bellies full. This is something more
easily accomplished by a social-

FANCY FooTwoRk WHEN TREY

of

man, and few are in favor of it,
except the highwayman, and the
robber. The law has always been
against this type of plunder,
and well it should.

criminal.

**Freedom and liberty’’ in a
society seem to give its people

ples.

V,You REALLY SEE Some

is legal

plunder. Plunder means to take
property by force, and there are

is supported by the law itself.
The plunder is protected by the
law, and the victim, when he
defends himself, is treated as a

f HI

Are you tired of playing hide-and-seek with the campus
police? Are you tired of paying $13 per semester for a campus parking permit, and still having to walk two miles to your
Class? Are you tired of visiting your friendly public servants
at the Arcata Justice Court, who are only too happy to relieve
your itchy little palm of the two dollar parking fine? Are you
tired of feeding those nickel-hungry curbside monsters?
Did you know there are 409 on-campus parking places
which are almost NEVER used? I am talking about the Jolly
Giant Parking Lot, located 109 steps below the dorms.
As plans are being made for construction of new dorms
near this ‘virgin’’ parking lot, the area will surely see an
increase
in use. But what happens in the meantime?
300
usable parking spacés are lying dormant?
Why? Who would pay $13 per semester for the dubious privilege of trudging up 109 bone-wearying stairs? Would you?
The empty lot says ‘‘no.’’ Yet the campus police patrol the
lot with alarming regularity.
We propose that the Administration eliminate the permit requirement from Jolly Giant Parking Lot. At the present time
the school cannot be bringing in any money from the sale of
permits to students who park there, because
there are none!
If elimination of fees is not possible, why can’t the fee at
least be reduced to $4 or $5 per semester? At least
then the
school would be bringing in some money from the lot.
It is just possible the elimination or reduction of fees
would provide enough incentive for the breath-taking climb up

Called ‘Archaic’

S

Hide-and-Seek
In ‘Virgin’ Parking Lot

Viewpoint

Vets’ Letter

-D.R.

ii
H|

**faction-conscious’’ Council.

OPEN.“
“Tue Door To NEGOTIATION |5 ALWAYS
a Richard Nixon

8BF
s

special trip to Sunset Hall to ask Miss Smith to run.)
Rep-at-large Tom Osgood was correct in his statement that
all four candidates for the vacancy were very qualified, and
we share his regret that all four could not have been chosen.
But we also regret the fact that one of the most important
criteria in choosing someone to fill a vacancy on Council is
which group the candidate does or doesn’t belong to.
And we especially regret the fact that the first and second
runners-up in the January rep-at-large election (Ken Fulgham
and Don Crotty) were passed over because of their ‘‘connectfons,”’ thus subordinating popular opinion to the whims of a

fi
F F

ed” candidates.
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Viewpoint

Letters

(Continued from Page 2)

(Continued from Page 2)
nam,
fighting
for
a dubious
cause, to Say the least.
I will refer.to the thoughts of
the Veterans once again, who
“firmly believe that our young
people today have the responsibility to take a solid look at
this country and at the heritage

4,
.

€:

fits one citizen
of another by
citizen himself
out committing a

”

Steve Clapp

delay,

for it is not

Health Center Story
Editor:

Health

reading
College

Center (‘‘A Visit to the

College

Un-Health

Center,''

Mar. 7.).
I must

compliment

hypochondriac

on

your

the

‘

tile source for further evils because it invites reprisals.
If
such a law--;which may be an
isolated case---is not abolished
immediately, it will spread, mul
tiply, anddevelop intoa system."

staff

thrilling

fine

example

I

congratulate

that the

without

of

life

neighbors

were

the

when

aware

ne-

their

of their

plight.
It hardly seenis worthwhile to introduce legal plunder
to solve what should be a rather
problem.

Draft Deferment
Help Given by

state is

obliged to protect and encourage
his particular industry; that this
procedure enriches the state be-

cause

the protected

thus able to spend
pay higher wages
workingmen."’

‘‘Do

listen

not

industry

to

so-

this

will build legal plunder into a
whole system.’’ (Bastiat, Frederic, The Law p. 21)
Bastiat valued the United

of

you.

Paul Medlin

States very highly; the only leg
al plunder he saw here at the
time was slavery and the protective tariff.
If he could be
here
today,
he would realize
that his greatest fears had been
realized.
Now
legal plunder
stretches into every facet of our
lives,
with welfare,
subsides,

and protection. We must realize
that these things are outside of
the role of government, and work
to
abolish
those
laws which
support legal plunder.
The

ideas

of

Bastiat

may

seem difficult to apply to our
present day society. ‘‘After all,
some

would

s:y,

‘‘our

Counseling Center

is

more and to
to the poor

phistry by vested interests. The
acceptance of these arguments

a
truly
progressive
college
newspaper.
Yes,
- Humboldt State
College has outgrown a weekly
newspaper.’

;

4

a

gone

‘‘The person who profits from

dissertation of her ‘‘contagious
ringworm'’, her hilarious play on
words (Un Health Center), the
drama of her 40-minute waiting
ordeal, the anguish of her drug
addiction, and her cunning re
marks on the staff, all adding
up to one of the finer articles
you have ever managed to en
lighten us with. It is writing
such
as this that makes the

Lumberjack

an

have

cessities

this law will complain bitterly,
defending his acquired rights.

Takes Issue With

finished
on
the

any

society

1s

much more complex, many have
lost their jobs due to automation
and we can no longer afford to
neglect
the underprivileged."’

About 60 students who have
received military induction no
tices have come tc the Counseling Center for help since the
beginning of the year, according
to

Schuler Sculpture Bought for Capitol

action.

We n.ust remember that in the
histor, of this
cuuntry, few if

evil itself, but also it is a fer-

He will claim

Have just
your
article

only

these things need to be done,
but thes should be done by voluntars

at the expense
doing what the
cannot do with
crime.’*

‘‘Then abolish this law without

of freedom taat was born in 17762

I also believe this, friend, but
my faith rests in the humanistic
young people (SDS et al.) NOT
THE SHEEP.

No one would deny that many of

Dr.

D.S.

Maher

of

the

Professor

units,

has

the

Center

sends

a

having

the

Coun

legal

right

special

induction

of

ings, wood and copper reliefs,
a cast iron concrete block, and
stone and wood sculpuire.
Four of his wood sculptures
and one bronze piece from the
Ankum
Gallery
exhibit
have
been purchased by an internationally famous collector of contemporary art, Joseph Hirshhorn.
Mr.
Schuler’s
pieces
were
purchased for exhibition ina new
museum of modern art that is to
be built in “vashington D.C.
In
connection with the purchase

let

ter to the student's draft board
to support his appeal.
“Even
after

Schuler

was a show of plaster wall hang-

to a 1-S-C deferment, which will
allow him to stay in school until
June, when he will be re-classi
fied 1 A.
In such cases, the Counsel
ing

Melvin

the Art Department, has received a singular honor in connection with his work in sculptures.
During the month of January,
Mr. Schuler had two concurrent
one-man shows.
An exhibit of
wood sculptures in black walnut
and myrtle was shown at the
Ankrum Gallery, Los Angeles.
In the Ingomar Gallery, Eureka

seling Center staff.
Dr. Maher said that any stud
ent who receives an induction
notice, but is carryin: at least
twelve

Page 3
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notice

cancelled, the student may be
permitted to continue his studies
in the fall if he can show evi
dence of good scholarship and
a serious purpose,*’
said Dr.
Maher.
Dr. Maher has urged all students who receive induction notices to contact the Counseling
Center for assistance in getting
a deferment.

LIVE

MUSIC
GRAVESIDE

CIRCUS

Mar. 10 - 11

TIKI ROOM
REDWOOD LANES
856 10th St.

822-0358

Mr.

Hirshhorn

appeared in a

coast-to-coast program on Modern Art, televised from the Anktum Gallery, in which he displayed and discussed the artistty of Mr. Schuler’s work.

FOR RENT Partially fumished
apartment for the summer at Redwood

Manor.

—

for 3 people.

Only

$115

August 2 & August 4, 1967
San Francisco to Paris or
Brussels

Aug. 31 & Sept. 3, 1967
A limited number of spaces is
available

for

faculty,

staff,

students of the Califomia
Sta
Colleges,

Fare:

$225 one way

For
Information:
Office
of
International Programs - The
California
State
College
1600

Holloway

Francisco,

Avenue,

California

Sar

94132)

Note: Flights are designed te
take students to Europe for the
academic

year--this

round-trip

= flight)

is

to

not

Europe

|
|

de
Expanding.

Yes, the LUMBERJACK is expanding.
Expanding in size, scope, and most
important of all, readership.
With new features, ered

de

die topics,

and a wide representation of campus
news, more people are reading the
LUMBERJACK, and there is more

LUMBERJACK for them to read

LUMBERJACK’s readership, which now

An advertiser should recognize the
value of putting across his message in
a college newspaper, especially one
that is so widely read, both on and
off campus.

We invite your questions concerning

Humboldt State College has grown and

College, Arcata California ¥5621.

BERJACK readers are usuall
sainaianued but represent a is
variety of tastes and needs. Just as

become more diversified, so has the

includes 3200 students, 600 faculty
and staf{ and a large number of other
HUMBOLDT County residents.

advertising in the LUMBERJACK. You
can call 822-1771, ext. 271, or write
LUMBERJACK, Humboldt State
Expand
with us.

per

Call 822—

¢

Lumberjack
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Conservation Week at Humboldt

PART

OF CUNSERVATION

Exhibit in the Wildlife Building.

servation
Thill.

Week

chairman

Bill

WEEK

is the Conservation Unlimited

Left to right are: Larry Dern,

Goodnight,

and CU

president

Con-

Ron

President’s Proclamation

once agiin on Saturday at noon
in the Wildlife Auditorium, and

ee

ou

ae ees ie ak
e

|
|it i

Conservation Week activities
will continue today with conservation movies in the Wildlife
Auditorium at noon, followed by
& guided tour of the college fish
hatchery and game pens.
Several films will be shown

The Board of Trustees of the California State
has commissioned Humboldt State as
place full emphasis upon programs in the Natural Resources
In keopiag with

The students, faculty, and staff ia the Division of Natural Resources are to be commended upos sponsoring Coa-

servation Week. It is through efforts on their part now, and

life-long devotion to this cause as specialists in fisheries,
®

Conservation Week will continue

Saturday evening with the Con-

management that the worthwhile purposes of conservation

ets are on sale for $4.25 and

will be

servation

$3.26

Week

Banquet.

Tick-

at the college bookstore,

Malm and Murray's and from any
member of Conservation Unlimit-

ed.

WHEN MEMBERS OF CONSERVATION UNLIMITED ‘eamed
that Humboldt County’s Prairie
Creek Fish Hatchery was to receive a shipment of salmon eggs
from
Washington,
but lacked
ce to care for the young fry
a
they hatched, they volunteered four days, (Feb. 11,12,24,
and March 4) to
a 30 x 60
foot pond, five
deep. The
result was several thousand dollars savingsto county taxpayers.

advanced

Cornelius
H. Siemens

& fees
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Kite Contest...
by’ 1:00

p.m.

Saturday.

Cutting

eat.

another competitors string or interfering
with
another
kite’s
flight is not allowed. Kite flying will continue day and night.

Official

*Kite

flying

area‘’s

Clam

Beach

County

Park.

At this stage, the Intercollegiate Knights are optimistic

and

An application form obtainable
in the cafeteria must be filled
Out and returned to the cafeteria
before 12:00 noon tomorrow.

In addition .to the trophy for
the national winner, prizes are
given on the local level also.
Members of the first place team
will receive all the Filet Mignon

they can eat. The second place
team receives all the pizza and
coke

the members

can

consume.

The third place team receives a
large decorated ‘‘kite cake,’’
and the fourth pladers are awarded all the kite string they can

boastful,

challenging

aerodynamic engineers,

vocates

are behind the Corporation Yard,

and

(Continued from Page 1)

‘

and

others

all

UFO ad-

interested,

to form a team and go fly a kite.
Nationally, Sonoma State has
accused Humboldt of having a
kite
professional
non-student
flyer from Thailand to help bring
home the trophy, which is now
held
by a college in Attaw,
Kansas.
Sonoma has threatened to take
the case to the NAAKA (National Association for Abolition of
Kite Infractions).

Kansas

Attawa,
a@ contest

isn't having
ad-

the

as

year

this

ministration is still untangling
kite string from their feet after
last year's fiasco,

Planned by Placement Office
Next

week

is

another

week for recruiting on
reports Mr. Ken Burns,

Placement Officer.
Representatives
companies

will

campus,
Campus

from
be

full

many

recruiting

here on campus. Students are reminded to sign up early and to
see

Mr.

Burns

in

the

Campus

Placement Office, AD. 211, if
there arg any questions about a
particular firm.
Burns also urges students going home for Easter Vacation to
check with him about interviews.

He reports that he will advise
Students as to what firms to contact in various areas and how to
go about it. Students returning to
metropolitan areas may have numerous possibilities for job inter-

from

various

minded

of

firms

are

follow-up

also

re-

interviews

over the vacation. Firms may be
visited and additional interviews

set up. Students should contact
Burns in the Placement Office for
details.
The
following is a
next week's recruiters:

list

of

March 13—
Haskins and Sells. Accountants and business administration majors with background
in accounting.

Coast Guard OCS.

CAC

Lou-

nge, seeking all majors.

of

London

Group.

Any major interested
in claims

it ay

i

production, underwriting
administrative services.

and

California Dept. of Employment. Liberal Arts Grads for
jobas Employment Intervieweo.

day nights?

ion.
Unruh spoke at a moming session of the 22nd Annual! National
Conference for Higher Education
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in
Chicago.

‘I am implacably

opposed to

this administration's attempt to
impose tuition through the de-

vice of a budget cut,’* Unruh
said, ‘‘and I resent its effort to
sell this proposal through an appeal to an incipient
higher learning.’’

distrust

of

posal, Unruh noted that while the
Governor had proposed specific
tuition levels, he has failed to
outline
a specific
scholarship

Foreign
Scholarships Given
The

Association

of

Burroughs-Welloome.

All maj-

ors for Pharmaceutical

sales.

Alletate ———Co. All
ors
nistrative
saan entertain. claims
adjusting and sales.

March 16—
Chevron

Chemical

Co.

All

majors for sales trainees.

by enrolling in Journ-

alism 27 of 127. The only necessary qualification is INTEREsT.
If you're interested, see Don

*“‘The only concrete

FOR SALE-Trailer, 1956, 8x35,
Angelus. Call 822-4121 days or
822-2236 at night.

SHITTY’S

students,

proposal

the Governor has made so far
with respect to scholarships, is

to

cut our

present

meager

pro-

gram by ten percent,’’ Unruh said
Unruh quoted statements

Governor Reagan and rocco:

Governor

ion

as

Finch

describing

a disciplinary

tuit-

Lebrication - Wheel Ralsncing
Minor Tune Ups

measure

BLUE

aimed at ‘‘maturing’’ students involved in campus demonstrations

at-

is

administration

“This

CH

tempting to justify tuition as a.
punishment for student activists’
Unruh declared. ‘‘Even if it were
just to use taxation for this purpose, the tuition method is both
unfair and illogical."’

subject

the

On

of

bud-

the

get cut for the University of
California, Unruh noted that the
an
demonstrated
had
Regents
spirit of com“unprecedented
promise,’’ but that the Governor
Continues to insist on his proposed cuts and ‘‘adamantly re-

fuses to enter‘into this spirit of

give and take."’

Foreign

ual

scholarship

fifth

year

for

elementary

senior

or

or junior

high credential students who are
planning to teach a foreign language in the elementary or juntor high schools, according to
Miss Kate Buchanan, Associate
Dean in charge of scholarships.
Any person who applies for

the

scholarship

must
show

be fluent
financial

need, and be in good standing
academically.
The deadline for applicat-

be sent on request.
Address
requests to: Foreign Language
in the Elementary School Assocjation of Northern California,
Yolanda Thompson, 156 Lunado
Court, San Francisco, California
94127.

Circle
K Playday
The Circle K Club is spon—
their second annual Playday
this Saturday at the Arcata
High School.
Boys and girls from the third
through sixth grades will partiCipate in various organized activities including baseball, soccer, tumbling and work outs on
the trampoline.
A full day of activity is
scheduled, beginning at 11 a.m.
and ending at 3 p.m.

with bacon added
1121 Myrtle Ave.

who

wish

to work

Cesc

ISS

JET EUROPE
rom $909 tet. us
Leave 8.F.&L.A.
Arrive London
via

Retum
trem Eurepe
To &.F.
& L.A.
return

World
Continental
TWA
AAL - Iberia
~=World
AAL- Iberia

Sept.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Aug.
Aug.

= AAL - Alitalia
Continental

1
5
31
6
29
31

ALL
set
FLIGHTS!

Sept. 5
Aug. 2

CALL COLLECT - (408) 297-5527

in the

Salary range: 830-858)
per month during the first
year, with eligibility for

1
1
14
15
17
20

June 21
June 27

Eureka local office.
Applications rust be filed
in person at the Eureka
local office, 409 K Street,
or with the Department representative at the HSC
Placement Office March 14.

318 W. HARRIS
EUREKA
442-6104

King’s HOBBIES

June
June
June
June
June
June

is seeking applications
from residents of this area

Eureka

eeWwORSIES
leave

ravelers insurance Co. All
majors for positions in sales,
Claims, fire and casualty un-

obtained

program for low-income

Page5

Language
in the Elementary
. Schools is offering a $250 ann-

March 16—

§

£

ral

<=

coe

Ever Wonder..?

ILLINOIS--Assem-

ions is March 15. The scholarship is offered for the 1967-68
school year.
Applications will

March 14—
Phoeniz

CHICAGO,

bly Speaker Jesse M. Unruh last
Monday attacked Governor Ronald Reagan’s budget cut and tuition proposals for California higher education in an address to
college and university administrators from throughout the nat-

in the language,

Westinghouse. All majors.

views over the vacation.

Students who have had offers

Unruh Knocks Ronald Reagan’s
Education Plans In Chicago Speech

In discussing the tuition pro-

Full Week of Recruiting

Lumberjack

Phil
OR

=

San

Jose

Travel

Whitten

after

6:00

p.m

Service

pe Ha lg tg Air and land ae
ments
also by San Jose Travel
ce
Not State College Sponsored or controlled

Fill out the coupon below and mail it for application
form and information to:
SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
hana
% it.
First St. San Jose, Calif. 96113
223 So.

Please sendme infotmation on chatter flights to Europe

:

ee

S555
Sst owes
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Assemblyman Denounces Budget Stand

il 22
d byApr
Honorelowed
ms’
‘Mo
&
dramatic presentThe date for the annual Mother’s Day has been set this
year for Saturday, April 22, announced Ann Harter, Mother's
Day Committee Chairman.
Many special activities have
been planned to help students’
mothers

become

better acquaint-

ed with HSC and college life.
The

day will begin

with reg-

istration in the CAC, reported
Miss Harter. This is to be followed by a reception and a program, including musica! selections from the campus and speakers on a topic of current interest. There will be a banquet

f

that evening, which will be folLY

ation from the drama department.
A Mother of the Year is in
the

process

She
who

will be a campus mother
has made significant con-

tributions

of

being

to the

Student

(Editor's
note---The
following
story is by a student of Cal
State--Hayward,
and won first

Body.

The Mother of the Year will be
announced during the Saturday
afternoon program.
All mothers are cordially

place

contest

in-

should

necessary
made, ~

sign

up early

arrangements

be

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

JOHN STANBERRY

INSURANCE
eZ

conducted

in

All Forms Of insurance
657
ta
- 822-4
1020 G Arca

tory, language

and

24 at the

Press

Uniand
Auhis-

(R-Tracy),
stand taken

&
denounced
has
by Assembly Demo-

crats to support a budget of no
less than $264 million for the
University of Califomia.
“e's not right for them to
will unequivocally
they
say
one
budget
figure,”
Monagan declared.
He objected to the unanimous

stand taken Wednesday by a
caucus of Assembly Democrats

Flowers
for All Occasions

The Best in

Photographic

Tuition, board
and room
is $290
Write Prof.
Juan B
Rael, PO
Box
7227
Stanford
Colifornia 94305

rigid

terms

under

budget.

The Democrats
port

a

$264

voted to sup-

million

the nine campus

budget

for

university, and

to fight any tuition proposals.
The $264
million figure was
higher than a compromise agreement reached by University regents at $255 million. They had

relicaataad requested $278 millon.
;
**Everybody must give a lit
until

a

ceptable

common

ground

ac-

the

majority

is

to

reached,'* Monagan

‘I'm

budget

said.

the

confident
request

can

original

be cut,"’

he

said, contending the state faces
a period of critical financial
problems.
The basic
gan asserted,

question, Monawas how much of

shared by students receiving the

indirect benefit.
The six-year assembly

Supplies

an

822-3155

denied

would

that

represent

tuition

vetercharges

economic

dis-

crimination against poorer stud
ents. He made his remarks at a
Sacramento
press
conference
attended by Sen. Pres. Pro-Tem
and
(D-Fresno),
Burns,
Hugh
Assembly Majority Floor Leader
George Zenovich.

eee
nor canneunannansen tenets
DPD
en

listed

which the Democrats would sup
port passag:: of the university

higher education costs should be

e238 “H” STREET

literature courses

which

tle

JACK-CYN
ACRES

Camera Shop

cooperation

with professors from Stanford
versity, University of California,
Guodolajara, will offer July 3 to
gust 12. art, folklore, geogruphy,

February

Phillips

The Guadalajara Summer School, 4)
fully accredited University of Arizona

program,

held

Association convention in Sacramento. The subject for the contest, and this story, was & news
conference that taok place in
the
Senator Hotel
during the
CIPA convention.)

so

can

in the on-the-spot writing

California Intercollegiate

vited to attend. Miss Harter reports that invitations and forms
are now available in the Bookstore and Activities Office. Stu-

dents

\MinSacramento--Assembly
ority Leader Zobert Monagen,

by Michael Libby

chosen.

net

: a

Zenovich defended the caucus stand mnd declared he ‘‘op-

ead

posed cutting the university budget if it will keep any qualified
students from going to the institution they want."’
He declared his opposition
to a budget below the $264 mill
ion figure on ground that ‘‘There
must be room to expand during
the
fiscal year.
‘‘I'd rather
stay on the high end of budget
estimates
to protect people at
the end of the year,’ he said of
the budget in general.

PI

‘*But the tax system doesn't
provide all we want to provide,"
the
adding
Monagan,
replied
state must keep its fiscal prob
lems in balance.
The current controversy about
is a ‘good
education
higher
thing for the state,’ Monagan
said, ‘‘because it requires us to
re examine every progtam’’ for
better efficiency.
An alternative to high enroll
ment at the university campuses,
be
would
contended,
Monagan

more state support for junior col

Cost of educat
lege campuses.
ing a junior college student was
one third the cost of educating

a university student he said.
Burns reiterated a favorite

of his that he said
proposal
would provide a lower cost of
higher education in the state.
should devote
university
The

facilities

its

only

to graduate

work, he said, leaving under
gtaduat education to state and
junior colleges.
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SDS Light Show
Students
for a Democratic
Society
will
sponsor
another
dance and light show tonight in
the Women's Gym, according to

SDS

_ Man-on-the-spot... in California.

President
Admission

Don

Andrews.

is $1.00

SS
EE

Last year, he was still in college. Now he’s on
*

his way to a promising future at the Bank of
America — as a Management Trainee.

:

Bank of America is not only statewide
— it’s

in California and throughout the world.
No matter what your major field of study or

degree, Bank of America has an opportunity to

world-wide, too. So there’s a continuing need

match your skill. If you're interested in getting
ahead, you can soon be on your way at the

for career-minded young men with ambition and

world’s largest bank — Bank of America.

executive potential to help in the development

and new banking services both
of new markets
es
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Live or Die by
Deferment Exam

On March 11,31 and April 8,
Humboldt State College will become an arm of the Selective
Service.
Those are the dates
the Selective Service Test will
be

given.

The

are the
society.

test will decide

its effecton draft status is vague
on male

The draft test is typical of the
inequities

inherent

in the draft.

In the first place, only students
are allowed to take the test.
This discriminates against young
men who have neither the money
nor the mental ability necessary
to pursue a course of study in
college.
Parentage (and the bank bal
ance of the parents) and IQ are
things beyond the individuals
control, yet they become the cri
teria for selecting fodder for the
military cannon.
Further, the student has as
much (or as little) at stake in
Viet Nam as the person incap-

able

of attending

college,

ARCATA
EXCHANGE

yet

the student is deferred.
War is a societal responsibility, the responsibility of evetyone, but only certain segments of society participate in
the mayhem and carnage.
This

BE WISE
fer your BEST BUYS

is grossly unjust, but it doesn’t
seem that way when you nibble
a hamburger in the CAC or dance
the Spasm at a party.
One student, a strong, vociferous,
red-blooded American
boy holding forth on the neces.
sity of the war in Viet Nam, was

asked

why he wasn't over in the

rice paddies fighting.
He replied that he thought he could
best serve his country in the
classroom.

This is a nice rationalization

to hide behind, a fine paregoric
to assauge the conscience,
If

expendable surplus of
But in our benevolence

we bestow upon them the largesse of honor and glory found
in the war. They die for our hollow phrases, for our right to ratThey die for us the
ionalize.
talented of the well-to-do parents. They die.
The draft should be abolished.
Its abolition would surely
not harm this country of great
patriots so willing to let others
die for their questionable causes
while they, the patriots, sit and
watch Batman, also serving.
But if the patriotic response
to the call to arms was sparse,
the drafting of bodies could be
done in lottery form----the blindfolded fairness of numbers plucked from the fishbowl.
However, these alternatives
to the draft do not presently exist.
Therefore, students who

Viet Nam. The test is voluntary
(unlike carrying a draft card), but
enough to put pressure
Students to take it.

Sporting Goods

New

& Used Furniture

PHONE
8 ST.
0

VA 2.2006
ARCAT.

TSS

CSG)

lowed to interfere; the answers,
like death, are exclusive.
The Selective Service
discriminates against both

Test
non-

students and certain types of
students.
Such discrimination
should command the sharpest
criticism when the issue is literally one of life and death.
Consider

the test.

the

student

the
one

ARCATA
SPEEDWASH
1080 F ST.
Near
HSC Campus

taking

With each pencil mark,

is un-

JILL'S

testing.
Students who believe
the war in Viet Nam is right and

necessaty

but who have qualms

about letting others fight the
war for him should not take the
draft test.

All

students

should

protest

the arbitrary criteria for deferment the test imposes, just as
all
students
should
seriously
question
the thinking that in-

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
The internal Revenue Service
Will Be Interviewing Candidates For
The Professional Position Of

INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT
(Career Federal Service)

Extensive Training Program

Merit Advancement

INTERVIEW DATE | twsstay, march 28%
See Your Placement
Office now
to arrange for an on-campus
interview
If you are not able to appear for an interview

American thought. We pass and
fail, progress or faiter, and now,

and

in Viet Nam

just should not participate in the

If the student passes

test and is deferred someelse must go. What student

desires that moral responsibility?
This competition is typical of
live

the war

ie crumbles,"*

But, as one

Starting Salaries (depending on education
and/or experience: $6,211, $7,090, $7,957

each correct answer, he may be
sending someone to Viet Nam in

his place.

feel

draftee explaining his participation in the war so succintly
said: “*That’s the way the cook-

deeply or protest to vehemently

you may be drafted.

die

by

the marks

on the above date, please contact

we

make in the right columi or by
the scribbles we produce in blue

books.

Those

people incapable

of competing though, they fight
and die that students may com
pete to take their place when

the supply runs short.
Those incapable of competing

People
Sandwitches &
Hamburgers

Tired Of The
Same Old Thing
Try The

AMERICAN OPINION
BOOKSTORE
2906 St. Louls Rd. Arcata

'

PHONE
683 - 6743

Paget.

CLEANERS

we all had the intelligence and
the money, perhaps we could
fight all battles from the classroom.
Another discriminatory aspect
of the Selective Service test is
that it’s prejudiced against liberal arts majors.
The test is
predominately math and science
because those areas are easier
to grade since nuance is not al-

forms the concept of the student
deferment.
Mf course. if vou think too

by Jim Dodge

which students will be drafted
to fight, kill, and perhaps die in

Lumberjack

LIVE MUSIC
THE OPPOSITE SIX

TEKEG

Keg Time; Tues and Fri.
at 4. 15¢ per mug until
the barrel runs dry!

internal Revenue Service
Personnel Branch

San Francisco, California 94102
Phone (415) 556-4432
IRS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer
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Residence Hall Heads Hold
Confab at Forest Arden
a conference

at the

halls
Forest

'

peld

|

Those attending the conference were: Mr. William Kingston,
Miss
Housing
Administrator;

| of Arden, Saturday, February 25.

Kate Buchanan, Housing Supervisor; Mrs. Neva Slacks, Head
Resident of Redwood Hall; Mrs.
Avis

Passie,

and

Ed

Head

Resident

of

Sunset Hall; George Johnson,
Resident Assistant from Humboldt Village-trailers; Al Strip
len, Dick Danielson, Dave Akins

Waldapfel,

Assistants

of

Resident

Redwood

Hall;

Barbara Moon, Marge Ehrler, and
Bonnie Gavey, Resident Assist-

' ants of Sunset Hall; Thelma Hol-:
brook, Presidenfof Sunset Hall;
and Dick McAdams, President
of Redwood Hall. The remainder
of the delegation included representatives-at-large from each liv-

ing group.

'

The subjects discussed were:
Interdorm Scholarship Tutorial

Program,

Co-ordination

Dick Laursen Elected President

of Visit-

ing Hours in ‘Halls, Educational
and Cultural Programs Within
and Between Halls, Social and
Recreational

Programs,

Inter-

dorm Council and Judicial Council.
The delegates were broken into discussion groups with six to
eight people on each group.
The delegation left the campus at 9 a.m. and the session
opened at 10:30. The day was
broken
into
three
discussion
group times: a general session,

two free time periods and a banquet at 5 p.m.
The guest speaker at the banquet was Dr. Don Karshner, who

spoke on ‘‘The
of the Student."’

Changing

Role

Miss Kate Buchanan said that
the conference was highly successful and was a rewarding ex-

perience. She also expressed the
desire
fair.

to make

it an

annual

af-

Sun, Shorts, Studies

The recently formed Conser-

vation Unlimited Alumni Assocjation was launched at the Disneyland meeting, January 28, of
the California-Nevada Section of
the Wildlife Society.
At the annual breakfast meeting of the Humboldt Alumni
Association, Dick Laursen (HSC
*57) was elected President of
the new group for its charter
year, 1967.

persons

interested in lending a

helping
natural

hand to students in the
resources field are in-

vited to participate,

4

OOOO

OOOO

O0R

Dr. Zhivago

California 96819. Checks should
be made payable to Conservation
Unlimited Alumni Association.
Dues will be reduced to $5 per
after this year.

The purpose of the Associat

ion is to establish an interest
free loan fund for wildlife stud
ents and other natural resource
majors at HSC.
The Association is not limited to Conservation Unlimited
alumni or even to HSC alumni,
All
but is open to everyone.

HOO

5

CU Alumni Association Launched;

JrSCCOHLSHLOLO

Coming
to Eureka
Theatre March 23

Coccccccccccccessceccceseccs

residence

campus

The
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Lumberjack
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JEWELER

848 CG Arcata

On the plaza

Kee

rpPsake

said Laur-

sen.
Charter member dues of ten
dollars for the 1967 year should
be sent to Dick Laursen, 5143
Sacramento,
Avenue,
Teichert

First

Choice
Of The
Engageables

JUNE 18 to AUG. 27

TOUR: 75 Days
SD.
REGISTERED

—

Sen Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St.. Sen Jose

They like the smart styling and
the guaranteed
perfect center
diamond . . . a
brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut. The name, K
ke,
in your ring assures lifetime
satisfaction. Select yours at
ur Keepsake Jeweler's store
He's in the yellow pages under
Jewelers.
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A TOUCH OF EARLY SPRING seems to be hitting the hilltop
This student lik~ many others, took advantage of the
bod weather last week to do a little outdoor studying in the bright
sunlight.
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| HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new
| ment
and Wedding"
{ only 28c. Also,

»

SDs Sev

FROM F100
10 69000. Himes tmiaeceD to
© rasee wane wee. 4. @. OWS Company. imc,

|

booklet, ‘How To Pian Your E
D
and new 12-page full color folder, bomn
f |
special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. |

Name

Address

| cay

|

| State
Zip
Riegeoagping DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202

|
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